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Operators on radial functions 
Abstract 
A general theor! is provided that alloys to write multi-variate Fourier transforms or convolutions of radial functions 
as very smlple uni\,ariate operations. As a byproduct. an interesting group of operators :I, j zE7 with I, bB = I, I, = I, I, 
is defined. It contains the classical derivatives as I , = -d dr and is mtimately connected to the Fourier transform. 
Applications to the construction of new positive detimte radial functions and to new identities fen- special functions are 
included 
Kc~~~c~rwrls. Fourier transform. Hankel transform: Cirnlolution: Radial basis functions 
1. Radial functions 
Among all functions q:R (0; + R we consider those which can be written as a univariate 
function of the Euclidean norm ~I.Y~Iz on R“. 
Definition 1.1. A function 8: 3” ‘0’ -+ P! is I.LU/~U/ if there is a function f‘: R ., o + W such that , , 
g(s) =,fllI.Yllf 2). .YE??’ [O). (1.1) 
Remark 1.2. Functions defined on all of R” are treated similarly. Note that we do not use 
q(s) =,f’(ilsll2) for reasons that will soon be apparent. Any univariate function ,f’: R >O + [w will 
induce a radial function on each 2” (0 1 via ( 1.1). and we shall always assume (1.1) when going over 
from ,f’to a radial function 61 on R” (0). 
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Our major goal is to provide a toolbox of univariate operators that allows to calculate 
multivariate transforms of radial functions effectively, including multivariate Fourier transforms 
and convolutions. The results are somewhat related to the work of Trione [6] based on Laplace 
transforms, and Pinsky et al. [3] on Fourier series of radial functions. They were applied in several 
papers that constructed compactly supported positive definite functions [7-9-J. 
2. Fourier transforms 









‘ j i i j” 
for y E L1 (Rd), where T stands for vector transposition. Now if g(x) =f(ilI x 11’) is a radial function, 
then the d-variate Fourier transform is (see [S, p. 1551 with a slightly different normalization of the 
Fourier transform) 
i(u) = /I(rJlI;(d-2)2 ,f’(~~~).s”~~,,,_,,,(.~.l/~,~I(~)ds 
! . 0 
with the functions J, and H,. defined by 
(+z)-\‘J,.(z) = H,.(&‘) = i 
( - ,-2/4)h F,(\’ + 1; - z2/4) 
,:,k!T(k + l’+ 1) = r(v + 1) 




f(t) t (d-2)‘2fi,d-2) 2(t+oI12)dt 
10 
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for Y > - 1 defined on allf: R 20 + R! such that 
,f(t). p+i ELl@>O). (2.1) 
Note that both F,, and H,. generalize to arbitrary VE R, provided that restrictions like (2.1) hold. 
Furthermore, by symmetry of radial functions and our definition of Fourier transforms we have 
F,22) 2 = FM-2,2 for do N. 
We shall see later that this generalizes to F,: ’ = F,, for all VE R, wherever both operators are 
defined. 
In analogy to the classical space of tempered test functions we shall often use the space Y of all 
functions on R a (, that are infinitely differentiable such that any derivative vanishes faster than 
polynomially at infinity. We call such functions tempered radial test functions and remark that 
f(r) = eCr is in Y but not in Schwartz’ space. We can easily consider F, as an operator on Y for all 
v E R, and we shall prove Fz = Id there. However, we postpone the extension of F,, for v < - 1 
somewhat, because there will be a more handy definition. For convenience, we shall mainly work 
on the function space 9, but particular results will be extendable by continuity to much more 
general radial functions, including some with a singularity at zero. 
Our basic tool will be the following lemma which provides a formula for the action of F, on the 
special function H,.: 
Lemma 2.1. For 11 > ,u > - 1 and all r, s > 0 we have 
(F,H,(s.))(r) = ‘-‘F(i”i)“’ 
with the usual dejinition qf the truncated power function. 
Proof. The assertion is a consequence of the Weber-Schafheitlin integral (see [ 1, p. 487, 11.4.411) 
after substitutions of the type t = 4s’. In detail, we have 
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(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(ZJ”) (I’) = ii j’(s) (.‘; ;;t’ 1 ds, P > 0, I > 0. 
YO 
Proof. For any tempered radial test function,f’E .V we evaluate (F, F,)j-(r) by means of Lemma 2.1 
to obtain 
H,.(.st).s”,f(~)d.sdt = P’H,(tr) H,,(rs)dtds 
I? J 
= 




,/.()(S - r)‘*C u I 
r-(1, - p.1) 
ds = (I,,-,,f) (r). 
c (1 
By standard continuity arguments this proof extends to anyf’with (2.2) 0 
As a step towards proving F/y’ = F,, in general, we need 
Proof. We directly calculate the assertion and use Lemma 4.13 of Stein and Weiss, [S, p. 1’701. 
In detail. by substitution r = st? 
F‘,L 
‘s-‘(s _ )\3-“- 1 ” r 
z-(Y - jo ‘) i 
(r) = 
tic.s-)‘(S - I)‘- u ’ 
z-(Y - jo 
H,,(rr)dt 
\ ,, Y (I 
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= H,.(rs). q 
Corollary 2.4. For all 1’ > ,H > - 1 twl ull s. Y > 0 
F; 
i 
,y v(s - .),.-I 
r(\I - ,Ll) 1 
(1.) = F,,(H,(.S’ )) (I’) = 
.\-\(s _ ).);-I[-1 
I-( \’ - p) 
Theorem 2.5. Fi j’=,f holds jbr all ii > - 1 am1 on all tempered or compactlJ1 supported C” test 
,functions, and on all continuous md locall~~ L, jimctions ,f’,for which F:,f is well-dejined. 
Proof. The proof follows by density of truncated power functions and by continuity argu- 
ments. q 
3. Properties of integral operators 
We now generalize (2.2) for all 1%. ,D t R , , To do this. we define 
(r0.f) (1.1 :=,f(d. .J’EC(~>O) 
(I-,,f)(r):= -f’(r), f’EC’m>,)) 
I-,,:= I” I. 11 > 0 
I-,:= I,, x I ~),. o<rdn=rxl 
and get 
Theorem 3.1. The operators I, ,fir ;( E R8fbm UII Aheliun ~ro~~p isomorphic to ([w, +) viu x t, I,, ifthe 
operators are restricted to,functions in .Y. Furthermore, they preserve compact supports for all x, and 
they are monotonic in the sense 
(IJ) (r) 3 0 ,for all r > 0 if:/‘(r) > 0 ,/Or all 14 > 0, 
provided that x 3 0. 
Proof. For x, /I. ;* 3 0 we have 
I, I, = F,.F,+,F,.-,F,-,+, = F;.F.+,AIj = I,,, = l,j I, 
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becauseofF,; ’ = F for -1 > - 1. For n E N and 0 < y1 < x it is easy to see by explicit differentiation 7 , 
that 
Z,JI-, = I,-, = I_,- I, 
holds. The definition Id3 := I,- I Z-n for 0 < r < n E PY is independent of n, since for any k E N a o 
we have 
(I,-, ’ z-,)(f) = ( - l)nzn-2f(n) = (- l)n+kin-rzk,f(n+k) = zn+k-rz-n-k,f 
Thus the identity 
IL, = I,_, ‘IL, = IL, ~I,_, 
is valid for all 0 < x < n, and 
z,:z-, = z,;z,-, IL, = I,*- I-, = I,. 
Likewise, 
I-,‘.I, = In-,-Z-, I, = I,-,~ z,=z-, = lo 
forallO<x<n.Ifsc,fl,ERaregeneral,takek~ -x,n3 -Btofind 
Z 2-!j = z x+p+n+k z-n-k = zl+k’ i,j-,,’ I-, 1-k 
= zz+k 1-k &+a -I-, = z/z, 
and similarly I, +B = I, I,. The remaining properties of I, follow from the definition. 0 
Note that the operator group (ZzSleIR nicely interpolates between all classical derivatives and 
integrals, which occur as special cases I,, for n E z. Writing a radial function in the form (1.1) instead 
of y(x) =,f(llxllz) pays off by getting nice forms of Ii and IO. The identityf= (I, 1 Z-,,)fis f(r) = (- 1)” s ‘f ys) (s - r)n-l ds, r > 0 r (n - l)! 
for functionsfEC”(R,O) with,f’“‘(t).t”+i EL 1 (R, O). This is Taylor’s formula at infinity, and for 
this reason the group {Zz)XtW should be called Taylor’s group. 
Theorem 3.2. On test functions in Y the identit.v 
I, up = F, F, 
holds for ull v, p > - 1. 
(3.1) 
Proof. We only have to treat the case p > 1’ > - 1, where 
Z\~Ic=(Z~-\.)-l=(F,.-F~)~l=Fyl-F,~’=F, F,.. 0 
Definition 3.3. The operators F, may be defined for all p E R’ and on 9’ by 
F, := I,.-, F,,, (3.2) 
where some Y > - 1 is taken. 
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Theorem 3.4. With the shove dejinition, 
I,.-, = F,,:F, 
holds jbr all p. Y E R. Another useful identity is 
F,. ‘I, = I-,( F,. 
for all x. v E R. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. We first assert that (3.3) holds for all 11 > - 1, r E R. It follows from (3.2) for v + a > - 1 or 
r > 0. The case x < 0 is then implied by 
IL,- F, I-, = I-,- I, F,. = F,. 
The independence of (3.4) from the choice of 1’ > - 1 is easily implied by (3.2). Thus F, for ,u < - 1 
is well-defined by (3.4) and (3.1) now holds for ,u E R, 1’ > - 1. For p, v E R we define 
F,:= IPpP’;FP, F,, := I,,, -, F,, 
for p, (‘1 > - 1 and get 
F,:F,.=I,-,~F, I,-, F<,,=I,-, F/F,,, Iv~~o=I,,-P. 
Finally, for p E R and F, = I,._, F,, with r > - 1 we find 
F, II=&, F, 1Z=I\.-O I-.-F,=l-. I,,-,-F,,=I-.~.F,. 0 
For TX > 0 we can use the definition of T(x) to see that 
Z,(e-‘) = e-* 
holds, and this easily generalizes to all ZE R!, since also 1-r e-* = - (em*)’ = e-‘. By direct 
calculation we get 
F,.(eC’) = e-’ 
for all v > - 1 and this also generalizes to all VE R. Thus the exponential function e-’ acts as 
a universal nontrivial fixed point for the two operator families {ZZ)lcR and {F,,}vcR which deserve 
further study as actions on 9’. For each function ,f~ 9 the orbits 
J ++fI := I,f (“Taylor orbit”) 
v N yv := F,f (“Fourier orbit”) 
define curves on 9’. They degenerate into single points forf(r) = 0 andf(r) = e-‘, and these two 
points are the only cases where the curves [fZ}lER and (Y~),,~~ can intersect at all: 
Theorem 3.5. Zf.f or some tempered test function f: R z O B R and some 2, v E R the identity 
1T.f = F,.f 
is valid, then it holdsjbr all x und I’, while,fnece.ssarily coincides with e-* or the zero function. 
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Proof. We consider 
F&J= = F/J,-J,,f = F,,I,-,F‘,.j’= F,,F,.I,-,,f‘= I,,-/,+x-,J 
and get F,Z,f’= Z,J‘whenever 1’ - ,LL + x = 2/I. Thus for p = i(r + x + t) and ,D = - f we have 
that llrfis a fixed point of the univariate symmetric “radial” Fourier transform in the sense of 
Section 2. Since e-” 2 1s the only nontrivial fixed point of the univariate classical Fourier transform, 
the assertion follows. 0 
4. Recursion of Fourier transforms 
We can use (3.3) in the form 
to express Fourier transforms via other Fourier transforms. With Td:= Ftde2, 2, the d-variate 
Fourier transform written as a univariate operator on radial functions, we find 
T,, = z,m-n) 2.F,n = .F*,I,,,-,,) 2 
for all space dimensions M. II 3 1. Recursion through dimensions can be done in steps of two via 
.P ,n+2 = I-,.3,,, = J,,ll 
and in steps of one by 
Note that the operators I,, I 1, and II z are much easier to handle than the Hankel transforms 
F, and Fm. This allows simplified computations of Fourier transforms of multivariate radial 
functions, if the univariate Fourier transforms are known. Furthermore, these operators map 
compactly supported functions to compactly supported functions, and the I, operators for x 3 0 
are monotone, i.e., they map nonnegative functions to nonnegative functions. This was successfully 
used by Wu [S] to construct piecewise polynomial compactly supported radial functions with 
nonnegative Fourier transforms and to characterize all radial functions with nonnegative multi- 
variate Fourier transforms [9]. 
To be somewhat more explicit. consider odd-dimensional Fourier transforms 
Thus, if y is a univariate function that describes the univariate Fourier transform of a radial 
functionfafter substitution t ~+*t’, then 
1!!!1(] =(- 1)“y’“’ 
is the radial Fourier transform of ,f’ in 2~ + 1 dimensions. This very simple fact should be 
mentioned in all standard tables of Fourier transforms. Note that Fourier transforms in even 
dimensions also nicely boil down to bivariate transforms, but the transition between bivariate and 
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univariate transforms does not use a plain derivative, but instead the semi-derivative 
265 
” 7 
(I- 1 z.f)(r) = (I1 21-1.f’)(r) = - 
J 
.f“(s) t.7 - 1.r l 2 d,s 
Y r( 112) 
5. Convolutions 
Two functions q, h E L, (R”) can be convolved 
If y and 11 are radial, the result is again a radial fl 
(4.1) 
n Rd via 
nction. whose d-variate Fourier transform is the 
product of the d-variate Fourier transforms of ~1 and h. 
Definition 5.1. The operator 
defined by 
C,(.fi Y) = F,.((F,.f’)~(F,8)) 
is a generalized convolution operator on radial functions. For Y = i(d - 2) it coincides with the 
operator that takes d-variate convolutions of radial functions and rewrites the result in radial form. 
We can now use Theorem 3.2 to describe transforms between two convolutions: 
Proof. By definition and (3.1) we find 
F,C,.(.f.cJ) = F,..f’.F,.y = F,I, -.C,.(f:y) = (F,l,.~,.f’).(F,l,.-,y) 
= F,C,,G,,f’, I,-,$I) 
and get 
L,C,.(.fs) = C,,(L,J I,.-, Y) 
and 
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The main application of Theorem 5.2 consists in the reduction of multivariate convolutions to 
univariate convolutions. In fact, for dimensions d 3 1 we have 
c(d-21:2(f,d = I(1 pd)&- I,&(,- l);Lf, l(d- 1,/Z& 
If d is odd, the d-variate convolution of radial functions finally just boils down to a derivative of 
a univariate convolution of integrals off and g. For instance, 
f*3g = ~-l((~lf)**(~lg)) = -- X!L’f)*43). 
Since those transformations preserve compactly supported piecewise polynomials, one can very 
easily calculate multivariate convolutions of compactly supported piecewise polynomial radial 
functions on odd-dimensional spaces. The same properties hold for transitions between even- 
dimensional spaces. 




and (4.1) corresponding to integration and differentiation of order s. If applied to compactly 
supported piecewise polynomials, these operations will generate unpleasant inverse trigonometric 
functions. 
6. Special functions 
We now study the action of the operators I, and F,, on certain fixed functionsf: Starting with 
some test function fo, we can define 
fz:= Lfo (aEN 
and get a variety of integral or differential equations from application of the I, operators via the 
identities 
fz+p = bfi = Lfp. 
Furthermore, we can set gy := F, f. and get another series of equations 
z,gv = ZzFvfo = Fv-Jo = ~,,-a 
F,gv = F,F,,fo = L-pfo =.i-/i 
F,fz = F,Lfo = F,+.,fo = gpctz 
that describe the action of F, or I, operators on the f2 or gy functions. 
For ME V a0 fixed we can start with fo(r) = Peer and get for x > 0 
(6.1) 
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and for v > - 1 by [ 1, 11.4.28, p. 4861 
g!‘(r) := (FI,.h)b-) = y(;; :, l) M(m + v + 1, v + 1, - r) 
with the confluent hypergeometric function. The other cases can be constructed by taking 
derivatives or integrals, e.g. 
L(r) = (- lY$ k-‘Pl+A9) = (I-..L+.)(r) 
forn>O.Or,for~uEandn>Owithn+~u -l,wehave 
g,(r) = 4Jow = WL+,).fof,~) = uncL+,H~) 
taking integrals of the M function. For n E Z < 0 this describes the differentiation rules for M. 
Now the Eqs. (6.1) yield other relations between thef, and g,,, for instance 
KlF,yJ (4 = 
z-(m+ v + 1) 
r(v + 1) M(m + 11 + 1, v + 1, - s)s”J,(rs)ds 
=J,-@(r) = e-‘P,-,(r), 
which is not in [l]. Since the P,,-, polynomials are positive for r 2 0, this application establishes 
the confluent hypergeometric functions g,,(r) as new examples of positive definite functions, i.e. as 
functions with a positive Fourier transform when radialized in each Rd. 
Another case that is relevant for applications stems from inverse multiquadrics or Bessel 
potentials 
(c2 + Ilxll:)” 2. (’ > 0, XERd 
for p -C 0. Here, we leave the restricted domain of test functions, but we shall only treat cases that 
can be handled via approximation by test functions. The functionjo now will be 
f. (r) = (;I + r)p’2 
with 7 = ic2, and we can apply I, for 0 < r < - :/? to get another multiquadric 
Taking derivatives, this extends to r in the range - x < CI < - +/I, but I, is not applicable tofo 
for x 3 f/J. 
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Fourier transforms will now need Bessel or MacDonald functions K, via 
y,(r) := (F,.fo) (4 = 
J 





-v- 1 -!A2 
= r(-p/2) J 
K r,ilfl/2 (u& 
for r = 3~’ and - 1 < 1’ < - 4 - p (see [l- p. 488, 11.4.441). Other values can be obtained by 
(Fufo)(.u) = (Iv-,(F,..fo ))P), 
where ,U d - /3 - 1 - ’ p 1 is ossible. Further cases can be handled by (6.1) for various ranges of a, ,U 
and V. The identities Z,y,. = gy-I generalize the differentiation rules for functions of the form 
2 -’ K,(z) =: L,,(~z2), namely L;. = L,+ 1 (see [l, p.376, 9.6.281). 
7. Compactly supported functions 
We now take the characteristic functionfo(r) = zro, i](r) and get the truncated power function 
(I,.fo l(r) = 
i’ 
l (s - $I++ 1 
r(r) 
ds= (1 -rK 
l-(x + 1) 
=.f;(r), x > 0. 
0 
Now Lemma 2.1 yields 
.f; = F,H,. 
for\,-p=x+ ~,v>,H> -1 and 
F,.f, = H/i+,+ I 





fx(r2:‘s) -,f;(+(.s - r)‘) dr. (6.2) 
-77. 
then (up to a dimension-dependant scalar factor) 
s,(b) = (S,(,L 1)’ = (F-1 A2 = Hi+, 2. 
We now fix 0 < k < m < x and get 
.F2k + 1 I-,h, = l,,,Fkml zh, = I,-,JkFk.~, ‘hl = Im-kFp,/2h, 
= L-o%+ 1.2 3 0, 
providing that the function ZP,h, is positive definite on all Rd with d < 2m + 1, and the corres- 
ponding radial Fourier transform is explicitly known. This generalizes the construction in [S] and 
provides Fourier transforms of Wu’s functions in the form bl,,, = I-,h,. 
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Now we apply the above technique to calculate inner products 
(I-,h,(ll’ - xllt/2), I-,h,(ll. - J45/2))L,(R’““) = Ck-1,2(z-mh,,z-,h,)(~lIx- - yll:) 
that arise when the functions Z-,/Q are used for L2 approximation on Rzk+‘, 0 < k < m < x. 
Theorem 5.2 turns the above quantities into 
such that one only has to 
l calculate the univariate convolution of l,P,lz, with itself in the sense of (6.2) 
l take the kth derivative. 
For moderate integer values of cL the explicit determination of h,, ZkPm(hz), and (6.3) can be easily 
done by any program for symbolic calculation. This has been done to provide the examples in [4]. 
If we use the convolution recursion again, we find the representation 
of Wu’s functions as integrals of (2x + 1)-variate convolutions C,- 1/2 (fO,fO) of the characteristic 
functionfb of the unit ball in RzzL ‘. These positive definite compactly supported functions can be 
called “Euclids Hats”. An explicit construction based on results of Wendland is in [4], while the 
above argument is from Wendland [7]. 
Another nice construction due to Wendland starts with Askey’s functions 
A,(s):= (1 - l).Y(l2)\, .YERWd 
which are compactly supported and positive definite on Rd for r 3 L f d J + 1 (see [2]). If they are 
rewritten as radial functions 
u,(r) = (1 - ,‘%)Q 
in our sense, then the functions Iku, for k E h are positive definite and compactly supported in Rd 
for r 3 L d/2 j + k + 1 because of 
When written as functions $V,k of /).YI~~ again, the functions Zk& are C2k and consist of a single 
polynomial piece of degree v + 2k on their support. 
Fixing d and k to ensure C2k and positive definiteness on Rd, the lowest possible value of v is 
L+d J+k+ 1, y’ Id’ re mg a degree of L id J + 3k + 1. Under the above restrictions on d and k, 
Wendland shows [7] that this degree is minimal. 
Further examples along the lines of (6.1) and (4.1) are left to the reader. It should be clear by now 
that the operator families {F, 1 and (Zz) together with their intrinsic relations form a useful toolbox 
for handling radial functions. 
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